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Complaint filed against Ed department
Jan. 3, follows the department's denial
in November of Holcomb's request to
student teach this quarter.
As of Tuesday, university officials have
not received official documentation of
Holcomb's complaint from WSHRC.
Holcomb contends she is being disby Darla Hill
criminated against because she sought
Managing editor
legal action against an administrator
An escala1;ing conflict between a Cen- from the Omak School District last
tral student and Central's education spring for making "unprovoked sexual
department has resulted in the filing of advances and propositions" toward her
a discrimination complaint against the at a school-sponsored retreat.
But several staff members, including
department.
The complaint, filed by senior Karen Deacon Meier, assistant vice-president
Holcomb with the Washington State of Student Affairs, and Dale LeFevre,
Human Rights Commission (WSHRC) education department chair, said the

Student alleges
discrimination
in state affadavit

Central won't
tradeNAIA
for NCAA-II

evidence they have shows nothing inappropriate happened at the retreat.
In an interview, Holcomb said the
Omak administrator asked her sexually-slanted questions during a mock
interview session at the retreat in Port
Townsend last May. She said he also
approached her with sexual questions
at other times during the retreat.
Meier said he talked with both students and panelists that Holcomb herself had suggested be contacted.
"They said the incident as she believes it happened did not happen,"
Meier said, then later added he believes Holcomb's alleg~tions are false.
LeFevre agreed: "Both the accused

and the five other professionals (in the
room during the interview) denied any
such things she said ... were said."
Holcomb said ·she was asked to make
statements to Dr. Sam Rust, a special
education professor, and to two Central counselors recanting the whole incident, before she would be allowed to
student teach.
"They want me to make a statement
that the whole thing never happened,"
Holcomb said. "I don't want to lie because it really did happen."
But the letter from Rust, in which her

See HOLCOMB I page 2

Anti-war rhetoric heats up .

by Jim Thomsen
Editor

Central's athletic programs
won't be leaving the NAIA to
compete in NCAA Division- II
play any time soon, said university Athletic Director Gary
Frederick.
Frederick, who recently attended a meeting ofthe NCAAIl's Great Northwest Conference, said Central doesn't have
the alumni support or population base to make the jump.
''You have to have scholarships to do that," Frederick
said. "And neither the population base in Ellensburg or the
established alumni are independently wealthy enough to
support that."
Frederick said converting the
Wildcat men's basketball program to NCAA-II status has
been kicked around, but said
it's unlikely to happen for tw'?

See NCAA I page 2

Even before Craig Hulet, a former member of the national intellegence network The Group, delivered a hard anti-war line
to students in the SUB Monday (above}, plans were made for a large-scale protest march Saturday here by the student
Ad Hoc Committee to Stop the War- despite failure to secure a permit (see story, page 3).
Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Applegate steps down in surprise move
NCATE review not a
'major' factor, he says

the National Council for the Accredita-

by Darla Hill
Managing editor

Faculty reaction to last Thursday's
resignation of Dr. Jimmie Applegate,
Central's dean of the School of Professional Studies (SPS), has been consistent amazement and regret.
"I was surprised," said F. Ross Byrd,
chair of the business education and
administrative management department, of Applegate's decision to step
down last week.
"I've enjoyed working with (Applegate)in terms ofourdepartment,"Byrd
said. "(He)hasshownagreatamountof
fairness to a wide variety of programs."
Applegate's resignation is the second

Dr. Jimmie Applegate

jolt the professinal studies office has
received in recent months. In Novemher, the education department, which
is part of the SPS, had its national accreditation yanked after a review by

tion of Teacher Education.
The review took issue, among other
things, with the new five-year master's
degree program emphasizing a strong
background in liberal arts classes
Applegate designed last spring.
Applegate said though the accreditation denial may have played a small
role in his decision, he "wouldn't say it
was a major characterization of (his)
resignation."
In a university press release, Applegate said: "It is time for the university
tobringinayoungerdeanforthe(SPS).
We are hiring significant numbers of
younger faculty, and have an excellent
opportunity for change - new ideas,
vision, and energy to develop collegiate
programs for the 21st century."
He said he supports the direction the
education department is taking with a

liberal arts class base, rather than a
teacher education class base. NCATE
advocates the latter.
John Gregor, chair of the physical
education department, said: "I'm disappointed he resigned, because I think
he has been an excellent dean for the
(SPS) and for the university.
"In everything we've done he's been
involved, from new facilities to programming to budgeting," he said. "He's
done a greatjob."
Robert Edington, vice-president for
Academic Affairs, said in the press
release: "(Applegate's) counsel and
advice to me in my first two years
here ... have been very valuable. I understand and respect his desire to move on
to new challenges."
Applegate will continue to work for
the university following a professional
development leave next fall.
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Officials say
allegations.
proven false
From HOLCOMB I pg. 1
request to student teach is
denied, only suggests Holcomb
work with the counselors, not
deny anything ever happened,
before she student teaches.
Meier said, "There seems to
be some confusion here and
(she) seems to be perpetuating it.
"So (she's been told) until that
cle;:irs up she won't be able to
student teach," he said.
Holcomb is living in Yakima
while her complaints against
the department are processed
and investigated further.

Frederick: 'No
way we'd change
just basketball'

Sprain sustained in all-terrain chase
Campus Cops
A

campus police
officer sprained
his ankle last
Friday when he
slipped down a canal bank
in pursuit of a suspect, a
campus police report said.
The officer was chasing
after a suspect wanted in
·connection with a traffic violation near Brooklane
Village and Brookcourt
apartments when he
slipped down the canal, the
report said.
The officer was transported to Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital,
where he was treated for
his ankle injury and released.

reasons. One, haVing to offer
10scholarshipsat$7,200apiece
would inflate the team's annual budget ($16,000) by 450
percent without any way to
offset those costs.
And two: "There's no way we'd
change just basketeball," he
said.
Membership in NCAA-II requires an average budget of
more than $1.1 million annually, according to a report prepared for the NCAA. Central's
athletic .budget is just under
· $250,000, figuring in student
support ($187,000) and insurance (about $65,000).
Great Northwest Conference
schools include Alaska-Anchorage, Alaska-Fairbanks, Eastern Montana, Seattle Pacific
and Arizona's Grand Canyon
College.

by_Mark Eaton

The suspect was not
caught, the report said.

Two Mitchell Hall residents complained to
campus police Friday
about a man firing paint
pellets at a tree outside their
window, a campus police
report said.
Police contacted the man
and advised him to only
shoot his paint pellet gun in
a safe place and at a fixed

target, the report said.
University Police Chief Al
Teeples said having a paint
pellet gun in the dorm was
legal, but firing it at people
or buildings was a violation
of campus law.
A Kennedy Hall woman
told police last Friday she
received a pair of ear plugs
and a note that said, "Do you
know how to use these? I
hope so!" the day after she
complained to two other

women about a loud stereo,
a campus police report said.
The woman also told
police the words "only if it's
quiet" were written in for
her middle name on a hall
signup sheet, the report
said.
When officers contacted
one of the suspects, she told
them she didn't write the
note and became upset
with them, the report said.
The officers told her she
should contact "Only if it's
Quiet" and settle differences with a Living Group
Adviser as mediator, the
report said.
Police turned the incident
over to Residence Living.

Council tugs' at Club Senate's power
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

From NCAA I pg. 1
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Club Senate's decision last
quarter to require the rugby
club to return appropriated
funds because of a stolen telephone has been overturned by
the Council of Probity - a
board appointed by the Club
Senate.
"This decision robs Club Senate of its power," said Russell
Johansen, director for clubs
and organizations. "In order to
overturn, they had to show I
did something unconstitutional."
The rugby club lost Club
SenatefundingNov.15. Along
with losing the right to request
funds for the academic year,
club members were ordered to
return $410 in appropriated
funds already given to them by
Club Senate.

The move is in accordance to
the Club Senate constitution,
Article IV, Section B.
The rugby club then appealed
the decision to the Council of
Probity, a club set up fall quarter with the intention that it
would, "watch over Club Sen"'.
ate and make. sure they aren't
getting out ofline," Johansen
said.
In a letter to Club Senate
dated Dec. 4, the Council of
Probity said the Senate can
refuse any request by the rugby
club for the remainder of the
academic year, but it must
reimburse the $410.
The Council said: "Aetual
returning of the appropriated
funds can only be done under
the stipulation that those .
members in the individual
clubs spending appropriated
funds realize or at least have
adequate cause for realization

RESERVE

that their club is not in good
standing with the Club Senate."

'.' Before we had
the power to
influence clubs
behavior. Now all
we are is an operi
purse..."
- Russell Johansen
"It's a poorly written letter,
bordering on being unintelligible," Johansen said. "They
misquote the constitution.
Good standing was never the
issue."
•
Interestingly enough, the
Club Senate isn't as concerned
with the rugby club as it is
with- getting a clear understanding of the decision ren-

OFFICERS'

dered.
·"We're not going after the
rugby club's money," Johansen
said.
"We decided to go with the
decision of the Probity. (But)
Club Senate is requesting clarification of this."
Johansen said the Council of
Probity has two weeks to fix
the letter. If it's not clear by
then, council members will
have to come before the Central .student Board of Directors. He also said the letter, as
it now stands, undermines all
authority the Club Senate has.
"Before we ... had the power to
influence clubs' behavior,"
Johansen said. "Now all we are
is an open purse to clubs."
Robert Snell, head of the
Council of Probity, said they
will submit a clearer letter in
simpler terms but they. won't
change their decision.

TRAINING

Dancers
Singers Who Move Well
Singers Who Dance
Musical Theatre Performers
All our world's a sUge and we're casting· professionals to be a part of the
magic at Walt Disney Worldc Resort in Florida.
·
To qualify, you must be at leas.t age 18 by May 1, 1991. Bring current, nonreturnable resume and photo. Requirements: singers and musical theatre
performers memorize two vocal selections (one ballad, one up-tempo) and
bring vocal sheet music in your best key. Accompanist provided; no tapes.
Singers must have movement ability and may be asked to learn at least one
movement combination. Bring dance attire. Dancers are taught dance
combinations.
If you have questions, call Walt Disney World Auditions at 407/345-5701,
Monday-Friday, 10:00am-4:00pm, Eastern time.

SEATil.E.,WASIIlNGTON

If you're a qualifieQ student with good grades,

apply now for a scholarship from Army ROTC.
· Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They
also pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials impressive to future employers.
Find out more. Contact Captain Maassen,
Room 202, Peterson Hall, or call 963-3518.

January 28 (Mon)
9AM• Singers Who Move/
Singer-Dancers/Musical Theatre Perlormers
1lAM• Dancers
Callback January 29 (Tues)
Mountaineers Building - Prusik Room
300 3rd Avenue West
(3rd Avenue West and Thomas Street)
All Juli-time enterlainer5 employed by Walt Disney World Co. are covered under the terms and
conditions ofa collective bargaining agreement with Acton' Equity .AssCJCiation.
CJ The Walt Disney Company

'Eligible performers will be given priority.

ARMY ROTC

-~~~f World Co. .
'

..
\

.

-·
.

-'n f.q~I Opportunity Empl~~r '
.....

...

-

. '· ,

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
,

C 0 RPS
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Peace groups form as war becomes reality
Ad Hoc Committee and Sane/Freeze
involve campus in crusade for peace
by J.R. Walker

"We want to see...
decisions based on
fact and through
conscious
thought."
- Ryan Wasell

Staff reporter

With America on the brink of
war, Central students are
banding together to find a
peaceful solution to the Persian Gulf Crisis.
Two peace groups were officially recognized as clubs at
the Jan. 8 Central student
Board of Directors meeting.
They are the Ad Hoc Committee to Stop the War and The
Washington State Sane/
Freeze.
The Ad Hoc Committee issued a referendum to Club
Senate Jan. 10 that says, in
part, the U.S. government
should resolve all outstanding
conflicts in the region, use its
financial resources to
strengthen the economy, and \
encourage democratic reform
and respect for human rights
in other nations.
The referendum also requested that the BOD, "work
toward encouraging a vigorous debate upon this subject,"
Club Senate tabled the issue.
Russell Johansen, Club Senate chairman, said the issue
had to be tabled because the
club senators weren't ready to
discuss the issue.
"It's not the BOD's job to
make a stand on an issue that
) is so divided in differing opinions," Johansen said. "We need

.....

to promote debate and forums
so we can get a clear decision."
The Ad Hoc Committee is
dedicated to searching for a
peaceful solution to the problems in the Middle East.
Committee secretary Cole
said they would like to inf9rm
students of the issues so reliance isn't on legislators.
The committee plans a march
Saturday from the Samuelson
Union Building to downtown
Ellensburg that will not only
include students but community members as well.
Cole said they are having
trouble getting liability insurance for the march but plan to
proceed regardless. No permit
has been issued.
While the only concern of the
Ad Hoc Committee is the Gulf
Crisis issue, the Sane/Freeze
organiza~isc~ncemed_wj.th

peace in general.
Sane/Freeze is Washington's
largest peace organization,
boasting 20,000 members
statewide and 170,000 members nationally.
"Sane/Freeze calls for a diplomatic resolution to the conflict and opposes U.S. military
buildup in the region," said
Ryan Wasell, president of the
Central chapter.
Wasell said the Gulf Crisis
was a major factor in getting
the club started, but they will
continue if and when the issue
is resolved.
Sane/Freeze will hold a rally
Jan. 24, which will include
speakers and a march around
campus.
They also plan to pass out
armbands - white ones if the
U.S. is at peace, black ones if
we're at war.
"If the draft is reinstated,"
Wasell said, "students will be
affected (in terms of ) money.
We want to see students making decisions based on fact and
through conscious thought."
Sane/Freeze may also work
with Catholic Christian Ministry and Minority Students of
America on projects, as well as
with the Ad Hoc Committee.
"It seems we share a common
ground in that we won't be
competing," Wasell said.

CLEAN

CLASSY

Official campu~ :iesJ>Oilse .
to war issue sqUelched
by Marla J. Pugh
Staff reporter

Central's students, faculty,
administration and staff are
about to deal with an issue
they haven't faced for a long
time-war.
The office of Student Acti vi ties and the Vice
President's office have recently discussed the formation of a Student Affairs committee that would be available to address any questions
that may arise during the
pending Persian Gulf crisis.
But a statement from the
Vice President for Student
Affairs office Monday mom-

ing said the committee was
dissolved by order of the Executive Group, an advisory
group to the president, because ·no need was seen for
sucha committee at this time.
However, Central president
Don Garrity said the issue
was discussed with the Executive Group but no decision
was made.
Efforts for the committee's
formation continue.
"Weare seeingjust the tip of
the iceburg," said director of
Student Activities John
Drinkwater. "Several students (in the Persian Gulf)
may die~ We have to decide ·
how to deal with that."

THE TRADITION LIVES ON!!
WEDNESDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY
Downstairs Beginning at 8:30 p.m.
NO COVER (we don't have the gall)!
BRAD TORGESON - SPINS TUNES

Ellensburg ·Tan Co. 925-3933
Back to School
Special

I

GRAND CENTRAL CINEMA

11.(Q) vn~ntt~

I

925-2999

$~g)o(Q)(Q)

'-/

•student dlscounta $1
off general admission
*Ultra stereo on Ellensburg's
largest screen
•$3 bargain matinees
*$3 discount Tuesdays
-Due to contract obligations
w/studtos certain movies will
not be discounted these movies will be
noted
"No discount"

Thru Jan.-1991
Open
Room 208
Davidson Building
104 E. 4th

7 Days - Early 'til Late

925-3933

"Hey, We're
Over Here."

ll i~~n!~~I
1

Everyday (5:00), 7:15, 9:30

~ffe#

When you need quality color copies, black & white copies,
typeset resumes, or laser printing, you need us.
And we're easy to find. We're just a block West of
The Valley Cafe and open Monday through Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1il{{ia12 Midnight Fri & Sat Only $3.00

The Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Next Friday & Saturday
January 25th & 26th

(509) 925-1234
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Student input a key to Worst case budget-cut scenario:
class improvement,
Tuition up, enrollment
down
'
says department chair by Mark Eaton .
Staff reporter

Stricter£onti-.9Is fo:r spo19ts . .

by Kristen Kail Absher
Staff reporter

Student evaluations of professors and their courses are a
valuable source of feedback at
Central, said one of Central's
department chairs, although
improvements will be made to
increase effectiveness.
"Stu9ents are in a unique
position to provide informatibn
that can be a valuable, reliable
and viable source for improvements," said Dr. Phil Backlund,
Phil Backlund
Mass Communication department chair, at a forum Monday addingit'sdifficultforoneform
night at Grupe Center.
to serve all purposes.
Backlund wrote a handbook
Plans to implement an evaluin 1988, "Understanding and ation system improving effecUsing Student Ratings for the tiveness include customizing
Improvement of Teaching," forms for particular courses
published recently by the Uni- and standardizing the process
of giving the evaluations.
versity of Washington.
Backlund said evaluations
Adoption of the new system,
done by students are one im- now in use at the University of
. portant source of input and, if Washington, will take place in
used effectively, can improve about a year, as funding is
the education process.
provided, Backlund said.
"There is also a positive effect
"Student ratings can be relion students," said Backlund, able and consistent," said ·
"It gives them a sense of con- Backlund. "We need to do work
trol of their own destiny."
necessary to make sure the
The evaluation form now used process is handled in a wayis simplistic, Backlund said, that is effective," he said.

~'--'
~~
~~------------~--..~

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC

1

At a university forum last
Friday at the Grupe Center,
Central's President Donald
Garrity rallied Central's administrators and professors to
discuss ideas and fears concerning proposed Legislative
budget cuts, should they be
passed by the 1991 state Legislature.
A proposal by Gov. Booth
Gardner to cut the state's funding of higher education by
$100 million for the 1991-93
biennium would put a $6 million dent into Central's budget,
said Garrity.
He said there is a fighting
chance Central will maintain
the current level of funding,
but if a cut does come, he said,
tuition could be raised as well
as the annual state Higher
Education Board adjustment
of 5.4 percent the first year.
Central would also have to
cut freshman and transfer enrollment up to 550 students.

Central's athletic programs; mid-winter quarter, Frederrecoveringfrom a much-pub- · ick said.
licizedscandalovermen'sex..;
The summer athletic
basketball coach Dean ·· camps, where the improper
Nicholson's cash payments cash payments were made,
to players, are trying to lay a will be put under new finannew foundation ·. to build on.
cial accounts, he said.
"We need to · · educate ..,.,..,. •.•. .:. · In the past, there were only
coaches on things like fl.nan".'
three accounts in which to cial aid regulations," said deal with all camp funds.
Gary Frederick, . Central's Now there will be 15 to
athletic director, at a univer~ handle the complex flow of
sity forum last Friday.
money generated from sumWorkshops and monthly mer sports camps.
meetings have been planned · In general, new policies will
alongwiththerevisionofthe be determined for the athcoaches' manual prepared for letie camps, Frederick said.
The haziness of the budget reaches the authorized budget
level.
picture leaves Central's ad"We will be as responsible as
missions office in an awkward
we can to people in want of
position.
enrollment," Garrity said.
Jam es Pappas, dean of ad"If we (Central) get cut, dismissions and records, said
contingency acceptance letters _ cussions will not be in private.
would be sent to admission They will be open," Garrity
said.
applicants after enrollment

FANTASTIC DEALS
.-F OR THE
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NEXT CALLER!

502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-979~
I
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Ii ~~~:S!~::~~~
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Keep Dry With

mLacrosse
Quality Footwear Since

comer of 8th & Anderson
CARRY-OUT OR
FREE DELIVERY
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IT'S TIME
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615 S. Main
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925-6181
OPEN SUNDAYS

=

9am-4pm
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FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~
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plus tax
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Our drivers cmy

-----------------,
$4.50

-

us~

925-6941

Full grain leather top ·
Supple, ozone resistant brown rubber bottom
Generously padded collar
Crepe color outsole and heel
Non-slip design for traction
Steel shank for firm support
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1897

For Men & Women

30 MINUTE
PAN PIZZA DEAL
$11.30 plus tax

.

I

LUNCH SPECIAL

:

ry our New 10" Pizza with One
Topping and a 16 oz. Coke for
only $4.50 plus tax.
Good 11am-4pm

:
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Expires 3-31-91
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$3.00
off
Any
Large
Pizza
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$2.00
off
Any
Medium
Pizza

$1.00
off
Any
Small
Pizza
Expires 3-31-91
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Over A Decade of the Finest in Film

FILM SERIES
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Save me the aisle seat!

A Central Tradition

Winter Quarter Attractions
February

3

ROMERO
Raul Julia gives an intelligent, moving performance as Oscar Romero, the
archbishop of El Salvador, who was assassinated by the military government
in 1980 f~r speaking out against the country's injustices to its own people.

1Q

SOLARIS
Solaris is a mysterious, remote planet under observation from an orbiting space
station. When little is heard from the station, Kris Kelvin journeys from earth
to join the mission. There he finds two of the scientists reduced to a state of
terror- and the third, dead. Kelvin wants to discover the mysteries of Solaris
and conquer it.
,
1

17

WEDDING IN GALILEE
.Wedding in Galilee may be the most important and heartfelt exploration of the
Israeli-Arab question to date. Critics from around the World have praised
Michel Khleifi's first film. Khleifi presents a complex, thoughtful, and affecting
picture of an Arab village in Israel torn by violent demonstrations.

23

GUYS AND DOLLS
Marlon Brando and Frank Sinatra are paired as two lovable rogues in the clatter
of New York's Times Square, trying to snare a jackpot along with the affections
of Jean Simmons and Vivian Blaine.

24

HENRYV
A young and uncertain monarch, King Henry, is convinced by the Archbishop
of Canterbury that he has a legal claim to the throne of France. Angered by the
conte~ptuos response to his demands, Henry prepares for invasion. With a
rousing speech, he sends his men into battle. The two armies clash in a welter
of mud ~nd steel. The French are defeated, but joy turns to sadness as Henry
discovers the bloodshed which is the cost of winning.

March

3

CAMILtECLAUDEL
Bruno Nuytten's film is the story of a passionate fifteen year relationship
between Camille Claudel, a sculptor of genius, and Auguste Rodin, focusing
on the difficulty of reconciling work and love, the complex master-pupil
relationship and artistic rivalry. Camille Claudel was the Winner of France's
Caesar (Oscar) for Best Film and this year's submission for the Best Foreign
Filrri Oscar.

1Q·

MUSIC BOX
A harrowing and deeply fascinating courtroom drama from that cunning
master of international political thriller, Costa-Gavras. Music Box is about a
devoted Hungarian-American family man accused of being a sadistic Nazi war
criminal. The film follows the case from the point of view of the accused man's
daughter (Jessica Lange), a successful Chicago criminal attorney who is
pressured against her better judgement into defending her father after the
surprise charges are made.

GUYS AND DOLLS

CAMILLE CLAUDEL

7:00 P.M. Mc Connell Auditorium.
Single Admission: $2_.50
Series Pass: $11.00 (Passes Transferable)

Series Passes are available at Four Winds Bookstore,
Ace Records, ]errol 's,CWU English Department and
SUB Accounting room 106.

MUSIC BOX
Sponsored by ASCWU and the
English Department
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Education process
is a two-way avenue
early 20 Central faculty and staff met
last Friday to take the preliminary steps
in implementing a program at Central that
would effect most classes on campus.
The new program, dubbed nationally Speaking and
Writing Across the Curriculum (or SWAC), is an attempt to incorporate more effective speaking and
writing opportunities within already established
classes. The intent isn't to make students feel as if we
will have more to do, but to enable us to do what we
already have to do more effectively.
Central faculty and staff get nothing but ·t he big
"Have at it" from us. We should be able to leave these
hallowed halls at least able to engage in intelligent
conversation that takes a little thought on our part.
There are far too many memories floating around of
class "discussions" - enlightened professors spouting
off all they have ever learned and asking students to regurgitate it for an exam.
Or of term papers - attempts to fill eight to ten pages
of double-spaced typewritten paper with thinly disguised "research" and interpretation, just to prove to a
professor we learned something over the quarter (and
hopefully something worth an A on the paper).
It seems like ''higher learning'' should fascilitate,
or be directly linked to, "higher thinking" and "higher
critical intelligence." If it doesn't, something's wrong.
Professors caught in the "I'll lecture, you listen" stratosphere aren't the sole perpetrators of this "crime" of
mushy-brainness.
The way we see it, students are probably just as much
to blame. Think about the last time a professor made a
reasonable request for questions or input. Did you raise
your hand?
That;s what we thought.
In an environmental studies class Tuesday, professor
George Macinko presented a valuable measuring
technique for determining the success or failure of a
student's college education.
If you leave with the exact same opinions and perceptions you came with, he said, you either came as a freshman who already knew it all - or something went drastically wrong.
But this isn't about blame. This is about making
things better.
SWAC involves professors who care enough about the
success and effectiveness of their teaching to do something about it. It involves various other staff members
who also want to be able to draw more critical minds
out of the either uninformed or the paralyzed minds of
students.
The premises behind SWAC are that speaking and
writing reinforce eachother to promote learning and
that they are intellectual processes, not something that
should come out as simple products.
"The goal of a university, as I see it," said Bill
Swain, a professor in the English department who was
asked to spearhead the SWAC venture, "is the sharing
of information. We lose sight of that. We forget we're
supposed to be sharing infonriation," not mindlessly
spewing it out (take heed professors) or mindlessly
spitting it back (yes you, students).
We.don't want to leave here and have problems asking
the bus driver to take us home.

N

LETTERS
Break the law
next Saturday
.-forpeace

I'll see you all on Saturday.

John Gaines
President,
Ad Hoc Committee

le~ed a lesson from this, and
is now receiving professional
help for his craving of alcohol.
So why, I ask, is my friend
being prosecuted for these two
charges? Why, because two
individuals figured it was necessary to press charges, even
after he spoke to one of them
and apologized for his actions.
Of course, these two students
didn't really lose anything at
all.
It is now two months later.
My friend has to appear in
Superior Court for his trial
soon. I just hope our justice
system will be extremely lenient with him.

At 10 a.m., Saturday Jan. 19,
the Ad Hoc Committee To Stop
The War will lead a "March
For Peace" from Central into
downtown Ellensburg.
Unfortunately, we will be
marching eithout a permit, or
On Nov. 2, 1990, my good
in other words, without official friend made a mistake he reauthorization.
grets to this day. He was very
The reason for this is twofold. drunk that weekend night
First, when the university was when he entered one room at
asked if it would back this Wilson Hall, picking up a pair
activity, sponsored by an offi- of sunglasses without thinkcially recognized club, they de- ing about what he was doing. Mike McDermott
dined, stating their risk of .
They were returned to the
incurring liability was too owner's friend that same night.
great. Apparently they don't In another room, in the same
trust their own student body to hall, he supposedly broke in
express themselves in an or- but stole nothing'.
derly fashion.
One week later, he recieved a
Bring your typewritten
Next, when I made a compre- phone call from a campus poletters (no longer than 253
hensive search for a private lice officer, saying he was going words) to The Observer,
insurance policy, again, we had to be charged with two counts
Bouillion Hall 227.
no takers.
of burglary in the second deLetters must i'nclude a
This leaves us between a rock gree.
signed name and daytime
and a hard place. The issue
My friend is definitely not a
phone number for verificawe're addressing is much too criminal. He is a clean-cut tion.
crucial to not hold the march. individual who just happened
We give preference to
Yet we face persecution and to be d9ing something he didn't
letters about campus events
possibly prosecution if we do. even think about before it
and issues; other letters may
Ellensburg City Manager happened.
be published eventually.
Doug Williams had this to say: . Since then, he has been disLetters considered libelous
"You do have a right to express tracted from his studies by the
(unsubstantiated accusayourselves." Thanks for the .hardships he has been going tions) will not be published.
support, Doug.
through. He has definitely

If nothing's
stolen, why
press charges?
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King's day as relevant as the 'War
by Monica Schuchard
Scene editor

n Monday, Jan.
21, your mail
will not be
delivered. You
will not go to class. And
millions of Americans will
remember a man with a
dream.
Or will they?
Recently I asked several
students a simple question:
What do you think about
Martin Luther King Day?
I expected discussion,
emotion, or at the very least,
recognition.
What I got was apathy and
ignorance.
One student answered, "It's
a black thing, right?" Allother said, "Isn't that the day
we're supposed to go to war?"
And perhaps the most
disheartening reply : "I
don't think about it."
I realize that Americans
have a lot on their minds
these days. This is tax ·
season, ski season, war
season.
Honoring a dead man seems
less important and immediate than kicking Saddam
Hussein out of Kuwait.
I disagree.
In my opinion, remembering
a man who promoted nonviolent resistance comes at a
perfect time.
In his "I Have A Dream"
speech of1963, King said:

0

is that they are equal in
times of war and unequal in
times of peace. They have
''Let us not seek to satisfy earned the right to die beside
our thirst for freedom by whites but not the right to
drinking from the cup of live beside them.
bitterness and hatred.
The conflict in the Middle
"We must forever conduct
East has existed for six
our struggle on the high
months. African-Americans
plane of dignity and discihave been fighting a war of
pline. We must not allow our equality for more than a
creative protest to degenerate century.
into physical violence. Again
and again we must rise to the That's one hell of a long
majestic heights of meeting war.
physical force with soul
King didn't change the
force."
world overnight. Some would
argue that he didn't change it
Pretty relevant, don't
at all.
you think?
Obviously, racial prejudice
In a Tuesday lecture in the still exists. Last week's
SUB, Craig Hulet, a sp~aker stabbing of black activist Al
opposed to war in the Middle Sharpton is proof of that.
East, said that 30 percent of But King inspired hope and
the U.S. ground troops
pride and very few people in
stationed in Saudi Arabia are American history can be
African-Americans. Fifty
remembered for that accompercent of the ground troops plishment.
are minorities.
I'm not asking for a
It would seem that our
candle-light vigil at The
message to those minorities Tav, although it's not a

COMMENTARY

Located next to campus
1011 N. Alder
962-2570

ESPRESSO
Pot Pies
Ice Cream ·
Pizza
Pizza Pockets

YOGURT

HONEY HILL FARMS@
THE ULTIMATE FROZEN YOGURTn.1

Experience comfort in cxcicing new colors ,,-anJ scyles for men, wonu.:n
_.,.,
/ ~..,~..1~.
anJ children. Repair
service available.

MUNDY'S SHOES

Alaska
"{::t Sound Health Preferred Provider.
"{::t Emergency calls and Saturday appointments

available.
"{::t Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.

POSITIONS BEING OFFERED

Better Life Natural Foods
~or

*

----------* **

413 N. Main

$2495
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST!

------------

925-2505

David Pitts

Open 9:30-5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12-4 Sundays
204 E.4th

962-2375

$5'0

.$3800

,------------------,
paintings, drawings Be prints by

~

for

LOW COST COMPUTER SOFTWARE!
I Name

I

I

I

I

I

Address
1

WOOL
SOCKS

15visits

• For IBM and Compatibles
• Word Processing, Speadsheet,
Business, Games and More
• Many Less Than $ 7.00 a Program
•_Send for Free Catalog

January Art:

962-3587

··cQ~SK/ WOOL
i~~(~~· BIBS GL°:Es
.-=-

Better Life Natural Foods -Your store for the future.
111 W. 6th Street

MAC~~

\~y-~·,

a healthier tomorrow --

A complete line of body~buildinq products
* All-natural, cruelty-free cosmetics
* Quick, wholesome mea~s
* Gift ideas

Westmark Inn • Skagway EOE/AA
300 Elliott Ave. West
Seattl~. Washington 98119-4199
(206)201-5172

925·9725

ARMY SURPLUS ,.-~

Linder

If you are among those seeking Hotel service
employment this summer, who are mentally
and physically prepared 10 worl< hard in ex ·
change for a fair wage and benefits and who
wish to enjoy a beautilul wilderness setting, we
would welcome your application.

•

FORT

Dr. Maynard

Summer season May • Septerroer
For information and APPLICATION call or
write to: Summer Hire Program

BULK FOODS
Hot Dogs
Pop & Beer

Fourth and Pearl

E~ployment

• NIGHT AUDITOR • COOK
• BARTENDER
• DESK CLERK
•COCKTAIL
"LAUNDRY
• BUS PERSON
• MAINTENANCE
•DISHWASHER
•HOUSEKEEPING
•CASHIER
• WAITSTAFF
• SUPERVISORS
• GIFT SHOP

fairness and hope - qualities that seem to be in short
supply lately.
It's not just a "black thin~
- it's a human thing."

Linder Chiropractic Center

Summer
m

bad 1dea. I would just like
for students at this university to take one day to think
about King's message.
Think about peace and

I

L------------------~
Mail to: Windrift Software
P.O. Box 745
Naches, WA 98937-0745

Come in and learn how you can earn

1 1~1•111: 11111111:1
E~rpiercing

l.

$800

All-occasion giftwrapping
Suntans Etc.

405 E 3rd St.

925-9888
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Central

pr~f~ssorgoes

on vegetable-free diet

His last trip to Russia taught
him that it was no easy task
trying to get food, especially
vegetables, in the country.
When he returned to the States,
he said, he spent the first few
weeks eating all the fresh salby Marla J. Pugh
ads he could.
"The situation in Russia is
Staff reporter
rapidly getting out of hand,"
Central English professor Halpern said. "But if you surMark Halperin said you've got vive it you get to see amazing
to be a little crazy to go to the things."
While in the Soviet Union,
Soviet Union right now.
That isn't stopping him, Halperin said he hopes to inthough.
crease Russian awareness of
Halperin was recently poetry and give his students
awarded a Fulbright grant to an American's point of view.
lecture in the Soviet Union, a
"On the other hand, I hope to
prestigious honor given by the get introduced myself to modBoard of Foreign Scholarships em Russian poetry and to meet
and the United States Agency. Russian poets," Halperin exHalperin, 50, will leave at the plained.
Halperin's trip will separate
end of January for a fourmonth stretch at the Moscow him from his wife, Barbara and
State Linguistic University. 17-year-old son, Noah.
"You have to be somewhat
This fall, the University asked
crazy to go there ·a nd they (my
that Halperin teach there.
Halperin is not a stranger-to family) are too sane," Halperin
the Soviet Union. In addition said. "Besides, I don't have to
to visiting there as a tourist in worry about them if they are
1983, he taught English and not there."
Halperin had applied for the
studied Russian at the Estonian Institute for Human Sci- Fulbright grant three times.
ence in Tallin for four months Recently, he heard his second
application had been accepted.
last year.
"It's a fascinating time to be
"I have a fascination with
there (in Russia) if you don't · things Russian," Halperin said.
Tracey Eager/The Observer care about not eating and the "You have to make a distinctime of enormous change," tion between Russian and
Central English professor Mark Halperin won a Fulbright
Halperin said. "No one knows Soviet."
award to teach in the Soviet Union at the end of this month. what will happen."
A major in physics from Bard

Fulbright winner
prepares to teach
in Soviet Union

Gallery features contemporary art
Central hosts work
of internationally
recognized
photographer

.

When the
mice are
a\Vay, CATZ
\Viii play
.

by Gina Zukoski
Observer
entertainment reporter

by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

Central's Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery is now showing an
exhibit of contemporary
photography by artist Barbara Crane titled "A
Decade Of Photography
1980-1990."
Crane is an internationally recognized photographer and ~cclaimed educator. _She has been working
with photography as a
means of creative expression for 40 years.
She has been teaching
since 1964 and a professor
of photography at the
School of the Art Institute
in Chicago since 1967.
Crane has also been a
visiting artist at professional art schools and
universities worldwide.
Many national and international collecters including the George Eastman
· House/International
Museum of Photography,
the Art Institute of Chicago, The Museum of
Modem Art in New York
City, The Library of
Congress and the Biblio-

College in New York, he received an M.F.A. in modern
American poetry from the
University of Iowa in 1966.
Since that time, he has served
as a professor of English at
Central, where he teaches
classes on poetry.
"Poetry is the least forgiving,"
he said. "It can't be translated
without losing some ofits value.
That is why ifyou are to understand poetry you must learn
the language that it is in."
Halperin hopes to improve his
Russian while he is in Moscow.
The Fulbright program is
granted to approximately 5,000
applicants each year consisting of American students,
teachers and scholars, and to
foreign nationals who wish to
engage in similar activities in
the United States.
Established in 1946 with the
help of J. William Fulbright,
an Arkansas senator, the program is designed to increase
mutual unders~anding between the peoples ofthe United
States and other countries.
Halperin credits Central as
being enormously supportive
of him. He said that the fact
that a Central professor has
been awarded a Fulbright adds
some stature to the school.
· Upon his return to Central,
Halperin hopes to eat lots of
fresh vegetables while writing
about and digesting his experiences in the Soviet Union.

"Wipe outs", a photograph featued in the current
Courtesy of Barbara Crane
Barbara Crane exhibit at Sarah Spurgeon gallery. The exhibit runs through Jan.25.

theque N ationale in Paris
house the artist's work.
"Many of my photographic
ideas have grown from chance
or accident, both visually and
technically, or from a gift of
the subject matter itself," she
said in a prepared statement.

The exhibit will run from
Jan. 7 to Jan. 25.
The Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is in Randall Hall and
the hours of the exhibit are
Monday-Friday 8a.m. to
5p.m.
Appointments outside

gallery hours can be made
by calling the art department office 963-2665, or
gallery director Jam es
Sahlstrand 963-1559, and
gallery graduate assistant
Catherine Nisbet 9631295.

Wheri considering your
entertainment options, take
heed-some familiar faces
and places are back!
First, off-campus fun
includes Brad Torgeson
downstairs at Adeline's. You
can catch him spinning tunes
from his ever-impressive CD
collection, numbering over
350. Brad is back Wednesday
and Friday nights this
quarter.
CATZ, "Ellensburg's Hottest Dance Club," is also back
with videos, lights, and 1500
watts pumpin' it out! If you
were at The Eagles Club,
(301 W. 4th), last Friday
night, then you can testify to
this claim.
"It's always a lot of fun,"
said Shelley Richards, 19,
"and they play really good
dance music."
If you missed it, hey, you
have another chance tomorrow night and subsequent
Fridays. CATZ is the ambitious venture of Central
student Tim Mackey. Not
only does he operate the

See GINA I page 9
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Rods' reel in short supply

Top Ten (give or take one or
two) Rejected Observer
Slogans

The Observer

Here's
What's
Happening

From GINA I page 8

In Music...at Hertz Recital

Art exhibit featuring
faculty artists

Hall:
-Wed. Jan. 30 8 p.m.
Faculty recital featuring
Carrie Rehkopf, violin

In Film ... at McConnell Auditorium:
-Sun. Feb. 3 7 p.m.
Classic Film Series
"Romero" by John
Duigan

In Drama ... at McConnell
Auditorium:
-Fri. and Sat. Jan. 25-26

Bp.m.

Misc ...

Noises Off by Michael
Frayn

-Tue. Jan. 22 7 p.m.
English lecture series
John Clark, "Chaucer"
at Grupe Center

In Art. .. at Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery:
-through Jan. 25
Photography exhibit by
Barbara Crane
-Jan. 28 through Feb. 15

Bi
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-Sat. Jan. 19 10 p.m.
KCAT dance in
Student Village
multipurpose room
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NEW LADIES CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

M-F 9:30-6
SAT 9:30-5:30

422 N. PINE

CEl(IS®& Trident®
CO•ED 4•0N•4
VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

•~
l
p}.~4\~~ f!~Mints

S

SIGNUPNOW!

.

7
.

~~

•Trident Chewing Gum
eSpikeFest BeachPak
to Winners

. .TO REGISTER.CONTACTllllll
UNIVERSITY RECREATION
!SUB 212. 963-35121
COST: S5.00
DATE: January 26th
TIME: 10 a.m.
LOCATION: NPAV
Last day co register is Jartuan; 25th

music through his Fast
Forward Musical Productions, but he is also responsible for promotion and
booking.
Contributing to CATZ
uniqueness is the minimum-age entrance requirement of18, rather than 21.
This is an answer to the
oft-asked question by
under-21-ers, "What to do?"
On campus, PapaJohn's
entertainment in the SUB
is taking a brief hiatus. According to John Drinkwater, director of Student
Activities, the Papa John's
program will resume after
a few organizational
·
hitches are worked out,
including the employment
of a new coordinator.
Advance notice: The next
musical concert in Hertz
Recital Hall will be Wednesday night, Jan. 30, at 8
p.m. At that time, Carrie
Rehkopf (violin) will per-

form as part of the Faculty
Recital Series.
The Divining Rods' EP
cassette has been depleted,
hence they are trying to
provide more.
Said Mark Schornack,
drummer, "We are also
currently trying to make the
move to Seattle," that is, in
terms of gigs.
Let's hope we will also be
able to hear them ~n E-Burg
soon.
The mouse ears are coming! Central's Hertz Recital
Hall has been selected for
the first time ever, as one of
only 16 nationwide sites for
the 1991 DISNEY ALLAMERICAN COLLEGE
MUSICIAN AUDITIONS.
Many Central students
have auditioned and been
selected to participate in
past years; however, they
have had to travel to either
Oregon State University or
Cal-State Northridge.
The walk-in auditions will
be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Feb.15.

1. The Observer obstacle!

Acuracy is no

2. The Observer - Riding that fine
line between hard news and soft-core
porn.
3. The Observer - If you don't like us,
politely spit us out in your napkin and
throw us under the table.
4. The Observer - The feel-good
college newspaper of the year.
5. The Observer cry for help.

A thinly disguised

6. The Observer - We're always first
on the scene, but you have to wait 'til
next Thursday.
7. The Observer - If only you could
see us Wednesday morning at 5:30,
you'd appreciate us.
8. The Observer - Send in the
clowns, never mind ... they're here.
9. The Observer - Huddled masses
yearning to be free.
10. The Observer- So contrived, we
have to plagarize sometimes just to
make us look like we do some work
around here ... say, I hope you don't
read the L.A. Times.
11. The Observer - Deep in our
hearts, we'd kill for a chance to take
over Newswatch.
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Hom.e sweet, road sour for Wildcats
by Phil Hoffman
and Jim Thomsen

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Observer staff

Central's Brian Link (22) skies for the bucket as center Otto
Pijpker (42) looks on in the 'Cats' 74-67 victory over the University of Puget Sound Loggers last Thursday at Nicholson
Pavilion. While the Wildcats are undefeated at home this
season, they're just 1-8 on the road. Walt Atkinsonrrhe Observer

So far this season, home has
tasted sweet but the road has
been decidedly sour for the
Central men's basketball
team.
After having a two-game
winning streak snapped with
Tuesday's 79-72 loss to
Whitworth College in
Spokane, the Wildcats hope
to taste newfound success and a winning record - on
their current four-game road
trip.
Central, which has won 13
straight in the friendly
confines of Nicholson Pavilion, drops to 7-11 overall and
just 1-8 on the road heading
into Saturday night's showdown against archrival
Western in Bellingham. The
game marks the first meetini
between the two teams since
Central knocked the Vikings
out of the NAIA District 1
playoffs in a best-of-three
series last March.
Western (6-7) lost its top
seven scorers from last
season. The Vikings, which
have lost six of their past
nine games, are led in scorin
by guard Jeff Curtis (13.2
points). Forward Steve
Clinscales averages 10.4
points and a team-high 7.7
rebounds.
Central will face Western

again in Ellensburg Feb. 2,
the Wildcats' first game home
after the current road swing.
They close out the trip with
games next Thursday (at
Lewis-Clark State) and Jan.
26 (at St. Martin's).
"They've really come on
strong lately, been as good as
any team the last few weeks,"
said University of Puget
Sound Coach Bob Niehl,
whose Loggers dropped a 7 467 decision Jan. 10 in
Ellensburg after having
beaten the Wildcats 71-62
Dec. 29 in Tacoma. "But they
won't really scare people
until they show they can win
on the road."
Central Coach Gil Coleman
said not many District 1
teams have been impressive
on the road this year. He
said, however, there's no
denying the Wildcats are a
team on the rise.
"Things have really come
together for us since we've
had a full team," Coleman
said, referring to recent
strong performances by
guard Norm Calhoun, forward-guard Jason Eckert and
center Terry Britt, who
weren't with the team at the
beginning of the season.
Calhoun scored aseasonhigh 19 points against
Sheldon Jackson College last

.WE!t's so good
aB.()U.t rea.lity?

otl~ 6tth~ irdnies of
Central's two-year suspensionfrom the NAIA Dis- .
t:rict playoffs is the fact
t}).at the Wildcats' games
against District 1 teams
don't count in the official
standings.
· If they did, Central would
be iri first place at 5-2.
At Coach Gil Coleman's
request; the official progfiul'.ls sold at Central
poD:l.e games include two
sets Of standings - the
"real" ones and the ones
with Central included.
A'A~the beginning ofd the
seasonwe set two goals for
ourselves," Coleman said.
· "Tlie first was to win all
out games at home. The
second·was to have the
· best record in district."
Saturday, including five
three-point shots. Eckert has
also bolstered the Wildcats'
formidable three-point
attack, hitting nearly 43
percent in more than 100
attempts. Britt has taken
over as the team's leading
rebounder, averaging 9.5 in
his 12 games.
The team's leading scorer

See MEN'S I page 11

Improving Lady 'Cats close in on .500
Central tries to
run win streak
to four straight
against Seals
by Jim Thomsen
Editor

Central's women's basketball team keeps growing
stronger as the season grows
older.
The Lady Wildcats won
their third game in a row, a
71-59 triumph at Whitworth
College of Spokane, to boost
their overall record to within
a game of the .500 mark.
Central can even its record
at 8-8 tonight with a win over
Sheldon Jackson College (8-4)
at Nicholson Pavilion. ·Game
time is 5 p.m.
Tomorrow the Lady 'Cats
face one of their toughest
challenges all season in
Simon Fraser, the defending
District 1 champion. The ·
Clan are 14-3 overall and 4-0
in district play. Game time is
7p.m.
Simon Fraser features the
district's leading scorer, twotime District-1-Player-of theYear Michelle Hendry. The 62 junior center averages 25.2
points and shoots a districtbest 67 .2 percent from the
field.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The Wildcats (1-3 in district
play) welcome the challenge,
however.
"We're starting to play
pretty well now," said Coach
Gary Frederick. "It's been a
matter of players finally
getting to know each other."
Against Whitworth, 6-0
center Sherrie Barlow scored
21 points and pulled down 10
rebounds as Central broke
open a 36-32 halftime edge to
down the Lady Pirates.
Barlow, ajunior, leads the
Lady Wildcats in scoring
(12.1 points) and rebounding
(6.4).
Ann Bowen, a 5-10 forward,
added 10 points and 11
rebounds against Whitworth.
The Central starting lineup
changes from game to game
- Frederick said he's trying
to ride the hottest hands.
"The girls don't particularly
care who starts as long as
they get their minutes," he
said.
Barlow usually starts in the
middle, and Frederick has
the luxury of rotating Bowen,
Darci Riley, Stacey Gordon,
Heidi Trepanier and Carey
James up front in the post
positions. Diana Toole and
Desiree Phelps have the
starting guard slots nailed
down, but Heidi Ham and
Karla Hawes also see plenty

"It's been a matter
of players finally
getting to know
each other."
- Gary Frederick
of playing time.
"One of our important
strengths is getting different
combinations who play well
together off the bench,"
Frederick said.
Frederick credits the team's
recent improved play due to
the improvement of the
guard play, especially from
Ham and point guard Toole.
"Our players are also just
beginning to become familiar
with each others style of
play," Frederick said.
In tonight's game against
Sheldon Jackson, the Lady
'Cats have a good shot to
reach that .500 mark, as
their opponents have lost
four consecutive road games.
The keyswill be in stopping
Sheldon Jackson's leading
scorers, Barbara Johanek,
Junell Larson and LeAnn
Gott, who combine for over 38
points per game.
In Friday's game, the Clan,
Central forward-center Ann Bowen (53) scrambles for the
in their four district contests
loose ball in the Lady 'Cats' 86-75 victory over Seattle
this season have outscored
Pacific Jan. 10. Winners of three straight, Central will go for
their opponents by an averfour in a row tonight against the Seals of Sheldon -Jackson
age of 49 points per game.
College.
Walt Atkinsonrrhe Observer
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5-5 \Vrestlers travel
to Oregon tournaID.ent
by Brian Curran
Staff reporter

Central's wrestling squad
split its dual meets against
Yakima Valley and North
Idaho last week, taking
their dual record to 5-5 for
the year.
_The wrestling team will
travel to Oregon City this
weekend to compete in the
Clackamas Invitational
wrestling tournament.
The Wildcats outwrestled
Yakima Valley College 2620 Jan. 10, then lost to defending junior college
national champions North
Idaho 32-6 Jan. 11 at
Nicholson Pavillion.
Against Yakima, Central
got wins from Joe Knox
(126), Jason Stevenson
(134), Jeff Westrand (158),
Joe Peterson (167) and
Shane Sadler (190).

Only Sandy Stevenson
(150) and Roger Shoup
(190) won matches against
powerful North Idaho
Friday.
.
Stevenson improved his
record to 20-2 with his 6-1
victory, and with the win ·
tied Chris Mason as the
winningest wrestler in the
past decade for Central.
Another highlight against
the Cardinals was the
debut of Roger Shoup at
190 pounds.
Shoup defeated a twotime Arizona State high
school champion 12-10 for
his first victory of the
season.
Shoup filled in for injured
Mark Bonthius, who
injured his knee during the
Chico State toqrnament
over Christmas break, and
is expected to return to
action this week.

Swimmers: 3 days, 3 m·a tches
by Carrie Seeley
Staff reporter

The Central men's and
women's swim teams have
been idle since Dec. 8, due to
the cancellation of the Simon
Fraser meet last Saturday
because of road conditions.
The swimmers are on the

road for swim meets here
against Whitman tonight and
at Whitworth on Friday.·
The teams are 2-1 after-wins over Whitman and
Whitworth earlier this fall.
Their home meet this
Saturday is against the
University of Puget Sound.
The 'Cats one loss was to
UPS.

Road trip
tests Central's
true mettle
From MEN'S I page 10
remains Jason Pepper. The 64 forward, who helped carry
Central offensively early in
the season, has accepted a
reduced offensive role but
still averages better than 16
points a game, including 1 7
on 8-of-10 shooting against
the Pirates.
Pepper also made 7· of 11
shots against Sheldon
Jackson.
"He's been trying to get his
confidence offensively after
carrying us early in the
year," Coleman said.
6-7 forward Greg Sparling,
who missed the Sheldon
.Jackson game and played
just 11 minutes against
Whitworth during an extended bout with bronchitis,
is the team's second-leading
scorer (11.1) and rebounder
(6.7).
Other major contributors
are 6-3 guard Larry Foster,
who led Central with 19
points against Whitworth
and is averaging better than
11agame;6-3 forward Jay
Shinnick (8 points a game)
and backups Brian Link,
Otto Pijpker and Jeff Albrecht.
"This is going to be a tought
trip," Coleman said. "We
have to show we can win on
the road if we;re going to
have the season we're capable of."

JV teams jump back into action
Central's men's and
women's junior varsity
basketball teams will both
jump back into action with
games through next weekend.
The women get a chance to
move past the .500 mark (55) with a win tonight
against Northwest College
at Nicholson Pavilion.

The

USA TODAY?
THE SEATTLE
TIMES?

THE SEATTLE
POSTINTE'.LLIGENCER?

TALENT Male & Female, local
audio recording, adult material.
Seniors or grad students 2.nll. Call
collect 0-509-67 4-4228.

RESUMES! Mailing list/merge
letters, reports and term papers.
Spell checked and edited with word
processor. Applications and forms
typed. Call 925-6872. Iris Secretarial and Resume Service, 314
West Helena.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign up now. Contact
John Moser Jr. 925-1272.

THE NEW YORK
TIMES?

THE
ELLENSBURG
DAILY RECORD?

None of thos~ rags
give you
comprehensive
coverage of this
fine university
quite like ours -

F

A

S

T

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No

investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Justify Your Lcwe

Become an Observer
Photographer
or
Reporterl

THE
OBSERVER

925-951 I

Tuesday is Bargain Night
Student & Senior Discounts

ALL THEATERS IN ULTRA STEREO

Matinees

Before 6:00 PM*

edward
~
5Cl550RHAND5
FRI 7:15, 9:15
SAT/SUN 3:05*, 5:10*, 7:15, 9:15
MON-THUR 7:15, 9:15

fudy Barnar,

Mrs. North Carolina, 1990
Lost 50 pounds in 15 weeks

EVE OF DESTRUCTION

:MAKING ,
IA REAL !

lRJ

FRI 7:00, 9:00
SAT/SUN 3:00*, 5:00*, 7:00, 9:00
MON-THUR 7:00, 9:00

•Low Cost Birth Control

• Pregnancy Testing

Why read

The Classifieds
The Classifieds
The Classifieds

LIBERTY

The game, originally
scheduled for last weekend,
was canceled due to the
closure of Snoqualmie Pass.
Game time is 5 p.m.
The men's JV team, hopes
to improve on its dismal 216 ledger with a Jan. 25
win at Moses Lake against
Big Bend Community
College.

(P-J ~i~n~aPw~~in~~renthood ·
•Annual Exams

HEY!
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•Information

~. .MUt.

•Infection Diagnosis and Treatment

.t.itHe Lady

IPGI

FRI 6:45, 8:55
SAT/SUN 2:25*, 4:35*, 6:45, 8:55
MON-THUR 6:45, 8:55

ELLENSBURG• 312 N. PINE• 925-7113

COMING SOON
- GODFATHER 111
- MERMAIDS
- HAMLET

103 E. 4th (Datl~11• llql
962-6607
HOURS: M·F 7 am-5 pm, Sat. lly appointment

I
•

Diete

Center®
Tbr wnf!IH-loss f1rofnsiona/s~

"I HAVE A DREAM"

DANCE

.- - ------------------------~-----,

Complete Auto Repair

JANUARY 19, 1991
10pm
Multipurpose room-student Village

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

925-16 6 5
OPEN SATURDAYS

i91

FM

.

01\CA~/
~

I

1102 Canyon Road
Next to Les Schwab

i:?BRAKES
i:? T UNE -UPS
uCLUTCHES
TRANSMISSIONS

u

L--------------------------------~

MILK

7-Eleven.

FCCCJS

WINEGAR DAIRY

fAMllY DAIRY

numu ...

· STORE HOURS
11 :15 a.m. • 6:30 p.m.
Monda_v • Saturday

w""'""" mn

F razz In I's Pizza Place

Welcome Back
for Winter Quarter!

pizza
place.
In The Plaza

.

Ir----~---------------------r-------------------------,
Best Pizza
f. .• 'razzJ.. n.'
p·1zza Pl ace
Best Pizza
F'
.• ...•..., . . •. p·IZZa Pl ace I
In Ellensburg
.
I
In Ellensburg
.··

I fMZZINf~
: I,
1
I

R

Is

Spaghetti, Garlic Bread :
~
and Salad
:
I

I

I
I

pizza 2 BIG SCREEN TELEVISIONS
place
.
925-9855

I
I
I

:

(MZZIMI'~
.

R

raz.zJnl s

~

pizza
place

I

:
Buy 1 Medium Pizza at Regular Price and I
Get up to 4 More of Equal or Less Value I
for $4 Each
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT

:

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925·9855

I

L-------------------------~--------------------------~
Fraz.zini's Pizza Place :
Fraz.zini's Pizza Place
1 ::~e~:~
1 n8;:11e~:i,2:rg
Savings & Loan Buy Out Bond :'
fMZZINI'~
SAVE $4.00
I,
~
Redeem This Coupon For
On Any Large Pizza :.
©)
$3.00 off any Large or
pizza
place

(3 items or more)

I

1
FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855

I

l('j

pizza
plac;e

$2.00 off any Medium
Threeormoretoppings

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855

L--------------------------L-------------------------~

